
MATH HELPER ALGEBRA AND CALCULUS

'MathHelper' is the perfect 'at your fingertips' reference tool for those who are studying/practising maths at a higher level.
The app covers eight main topics.

Which problem would you like to work on? We particularly liked the function plot graph, the ability to zoom
and scroll using hand controls while the x and y axis panned to track the motion resulted in a very user
friendly experience. The purchased application we tested had no in app advertising, this is of great advantage
when the app is being used for revision purpose as it limits distraction and enables the user to fully focus their
attention to the task in hand. This app will provide you with all the theory you need to revise difficult topics
and help assist solving those tricky equations. You can contact support with any questions regarding your
current subscription. End of Conversation. Once the variables of an equation have been set, the app then
solves the equation automatically, and the methodology and answer is then displayed. The graphs section
contains commands for plotting equations and inequalities. The matrices section contains commands for the
arithmetic manipulation of matrices. The numbers section has a percentages command for explaining the most
common types of percentage problems and a section for dealing with scientific notation. Can you please send
an image of the problem you are seeing in your book or homework? If you click on "Tap to view steps
Contextual information has been provided for the user on a plain white background making it as easy as
possible to digest the advance knowledge the app is providing. If this is what you were looking for, please
contact support. The equations section lets you solve an equation or system of equations. To change subjects,
please exit out of this tutoring session and select the appropriate subject from the menu located in the upper
left corner of the Mathway screen. The app covers eight main topics including: Linear Algebra, Vector
Algebra, derivative and probability theory. You can usually find the exact answer or, if necessary, a numerical
answer to almost any accuracy you require. Mathway currently does not support this subject. You can also plot
inequalities in two variables. Teacher Review From the moment the app launches it is clear that a lot of time
has been spent on the graphical styling; textured backgrounds metaphorically represent a classroom-learning
environment and drop down menus have been subtly emphasised with embossing style effects. Mathway
currently only computes linear regressions. Which step do you have a question on? Visually we found the
graph very functional to read information from due to the ability to the ability to plot the desired co-ordinates.
The inequalities section lets you solve an inequality or a system of inequalities for a single variable. We are
more than happy to answer any math specific question you may have about this problem. Stronger indication
could be placed upon when a long equation spans two screens, however, apart from that, the format of the
methodology is presented in a logical break down of steps. The user experience of this app has to be
commended due to the complex nature of the subject matter, however having the explanation on how to fill
out the equations prior to the presentation of the problem would improve the experience. Not Supported While
we cover a very wide range of problems, we are currently unable to assist with this specific problem. I am
only able to help with one math problem per session. The application does not include a search function
however we did not feel this was strictly necessary due to the excellent categorisation on the home page.


